In Brief
The control of adherens junction length is essential for tissue contraction. Sumi et al. show that junctional length is controlled by actomyosin and junctional recycling. When junctions are stretched, actomyosin relocalizes to junctions to reduce their length. When junctions are ruffled, junctional removal is enhanced to restore high junction straightness.
SUMMARY
During epithelial contraction, cells generate forces to constrict their surface and, concurrently, finetune the length of their adherens junctions to ensure force transmission. While many studies have focused on understanding force generation, little is known on how junctional length is controlled. Here, we show that, during amnioserosa contraction in Drosophila dorsal closure, adherens junctions reduce their length in coordination with the shrinkage of apical cell area, maintaining a nearly constant junctional straightness. We reveal that junctional straightness and integrity depend on the endocytic machinery and on the mechanosensitive activity of the actomyosin cytoskeleton. On one hand, upon junctional stretch and decrease in E-cadherin density, actomyosin relocalizes from the medial area to the junctions, thus maintaining junctional integrity. On the other hand, when junctions have excess material and ruffles, junction removal is enhanced, and high junctional straightness and tension are restored. These two mechanisms control junctional length and integrity during morphogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
The contraction of epithelia is an essential mode of tissue remodeling occurring during several development processes, such as gastrulation or neural tube closure in humans (Llimargas and Casanova, 2010; Sawyer et al., 2010) . It consists of a collective cell shape change generating a major reduction in tissue surface and eventually leading to an epithelial invagination. During this process, cells have to generate forces to constrict their own surface and at the same time fine-tune the length of their adherens junctions to ensure the epithelial homeostasis necessary for force transmission Niessen et al., 2011) . Contractile forces are usually generated by the activity of the actomyosin cytoskeleton: actomyosin localizes preferentially at the apical site of the cells, generating contractile forces pulling on the neighboring cells and consequently reducing the apical surface Martin and Goldstein, 2014) . While many studies have described the mechanisms at the origin of force generation during tissue contraction in various developmental processes, much less is known on how cell-cell junction remodeling and epithelial homoeostasis is ensured during this process. To understand how adherens junctions remodel during epithelial contraction, we used Drosophila dorsal closure as a model system.
Drosophila dorsal closure (DC) is a classical model to investigate epithelial contraction during development (Jacinto et al., 2002) . It consists of the closure of an epidermal gap on the dorsal side of the embryo and relies, among other forces, on the contraction of the amnioserosa (AS) tissue (Hayes and Solon, 2017; Hutson et al., 2003; Kiehart et al., 2000) . In this process, the contraction is associated with a reduction in individual AS cell volume triggered by the activation of the apoptotic program (Saias et al., 2015) . Together with volume reduction, AS cells display actomyosin-based contractile pulses that periodically stretch and crumple adherens junctions (Gorfinkiel et al., 2009; Hara et al., 2016; Solon et al., 2009 ). However, adherens junctions also decrease in length during the contraction, thus maintaining a global homeostasis of the tissue and a constant epithelial tension (Saias et al., 2015) . The mechanisms controlling junctional length and tension during DC are still unknown.
Here, we uncover mechanisms controlling adherens junction length and integrity during DC. We provide evidence that junctional length and integrity are maintained due to the combination of the mechanosensitive activity of the actomyosin cytoskeleton and of a straightness-dependent junction removal mechanism. Our results show that the actomyosin cytoskeleton can relocate from the medial area of cells, i.e., from the actomyosin cortex at the center of the apical cell surface, to the surrounding adherens junctions upon external stress application. This relocation is associated with a switch in cell behavior from pulsatile to non-pulsatile. By modulating E-cadherin levels, we can generate a similar change in actomyosin distribution, from medial to junctional. Concurrently, we also induce a switch in cell behavior, from pulsatile to non-pulsatile, identifying E-cadherin levels as a regulator of actomyosin contractility and cell dynamics within tissues. Combining a theoretical description with the experimental assessment of contraction and junction removal rates, we show that the rate of junction removal depends on the junctional straightness during closure and that this dependence is sufficient to generate a stable straightness during tissue contraction. Altogether, we find that junctional length is actively controlled during epithelial contraction. When junctions are ruffled, (1) actomyosin is located in the medial array, generating contractile pulses, and (2) excess junction is removed during tissue contraction in an endocytosis-dependent manner. When junctions are stretched, myosin relocalize to junctions, maintaining their integrity. Our results point toward E-cadherin as a regulator of the actomyosin distribution in the cell and thus cell dynamics.
RESULTS

Junctional Straightness Is Constant during Epithelial Contraction
In order to maintain the global tissue geometry, the decrease in AS cell area observed during DC must be coordinated with a decrease of the adherens junctions' length ( Figure 1A ). Using embryos expressing E-cadherin tagged with GFP, we observed that, during the 110 min of progression of closure, the average cell area decreased from 220 ± 50 mm 2 to 106 ± 40 mm 2 , while the average inter-vertex distance and path length decreased from 12.3 ± 4.8 mm to 8.05 ± 2.9 mm and from 13.1 ± 5.0 mm to 8.2 ± 2.9 mm, respectively ( Figure 1A ). To study adherens junction geometry, we define junctional straightness as the ratio of the inter-vertex distance to the path length of the junction, with a value comprised between 0 and 1 (as defined in Figure 1B ). We observed that while junction lengths decrease by more than 50%, their straightness remains nearly constant (approximately . While in both WT and Rab5DN embryos, the apical surface area decreases, WT cells are able to maintain straight junctions, whereas Rab5DN-expressing cells are unable to remove junctional material at the appropriate rate, resulting in ruffled junctions. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B) Schematics presenting the definition of straightness. (Top) In the case of a ruffled junction, the junction path length of the junction L is larger than the intervertex distance d v , resulting in a straightness smaller than 1. (Bottom) In the case of a straight junction, the junction path length and inter-vertex distance are similar, resulting in a straightness close to 1. (C) Graph showing junctional straightness for WT (blue) and Rab5DN-expressing (green) embryos at early, mid, and late phases of DC. While the straightness is approximately constant in WT, it decays in Rab5DN-expressing cells. For WT embryos, late DC is defined as when the width of the opening reaches 50 microns, and mid and early time points were taken at 57 and 111 min before this, respectively. In the case of Rab5DN, embryos do not complete DC and never reach an opening width of 50 microns. Therefore, late DC was considered as when closure arrests. N WT = 35 junctions on 2 embryos and N Rab5DN = 90 junctions on 2 embryos. (D) Time lapses showing junction retraction kinetics after laser dissection in WT and Rab5DN-expressing cells. Retraction velocity is higher in WT junctions than in Rab5DN Junctions, indicating a higher tension. The time sequence interval is 8 s. Yellow star marks the location of the cut. Scale bar: 2 mm. (E) Graph showing the average initial recoil velocity of the junction tips after laser dissection as a function of junction straightness for WT and Rab5DN-expressing cells. We observe an increase in junctional tension when reaching a straightness close to 1. Each point is an average of 5-6 junctions for WT and 10-11 junctions for Rab5DN. The corresponding raw data are presented in Figure 1C ; Video S1). This indicates a direct scaling of adherens junction length with the contraction of the tissue and opens the question of how such scaling is controlled. To decrease junctional length, excess junctional material must be removed. A natural candidate for junctional material removal is the endocytic machinery (Levayer et al., 2011; Mateus et al., 2011) . To explore the role of endocytosis on junction lengths, we impaired endocytosis by expressing a dominant negative form of Rab5 (Rab5DN) specifically in the AS tissue. Rab5 is a small GTPase associated with early endosomes that is involved in the regulation of the endocytic rate (Bucci et al., 1992 A way to prevent junction overstretching would be to increase junctional tension when straightness reaches values close to 1. A relationship between junctional straightness and tension has already been identified in the context of pulsed junctional contractions (Hara et al., 2016) . To investigate whether tension increases when reaching high straightness, we used laser dissection to cut individual junctions in WT and Rab5DN cells ( Figure 1D and Video S2). By measuring the initial relaxation velocity after a cut, we can estimate relative junctional tensions, under the assumption that friction is constant between junctions (Colombelli and Solon, 2013; Farhadifar et al., 2007; Rauzi et al., 2008) . We observed that for WT and Rab5DN-expressing cells, junctional tension varies with straightness; the initial retraction velocity being around 0.2 mm/s for low straightness values and increasing up to 0.4 mm/s when straightness approaches 1 (Figures 1E and S1A-S1C). This suggests that maintaining high junctional straightness during contraction allows the junctional tension to remain high. In addition, because, at high straightness, small changes in straightness generate large changes in tension, this results in a higher tension sensitivity ( Figure 1E ). In this regime, a small increase in straightness would induce a large increase in tension, which could in turn prevent overstretching.
Method to Ectopically Stretch AS Cells: Squeezing Drosophila Embryos To explore the mechanism by which cells prevent overstretching, we developed a method to ectopically stretch the AS tissue using an external force (see STAR Methods and Figure 2A ). By squeezing embryos between two coverslips, we were able to induce a strain in the center of the embryo along the lateral direction of approximately 30% ( Figures S3A and S3D ). Assuming the central section of the embryo being transformed was similar to an ellipse of constant area, we could estimate a reduction in embryo height of approximately 25%, resulting in a perimeter increase of the central section of the embryo of approximately 8% ( Figure S3B ). This change in transversal aspect ratio of the embryo consequently induces a stretch of the AS cells. Using embryos expressing a tagged version of myosin II (Sqh-GFP) and Tomato E-cadherin, we could segment the AS cells over time and estimate the changes in area and perimeter (Figures 2B and S1D) . Upon stretch, we found an average increase of 8.4% ± 12% in cell area and 3% ± 6.4% in perimeter (Figures S2A and S2B) . To further characterize our stretching experiments and quantify the changes in cell shape during stretch, we generated a scaled average cell (SAC) by averaging cell shape over many cells at each time point (see STAR Methods and Figure S1E ). In this way, we could quantify the anisotropy of stretch during our stretching experiment along the anteriorposterior (AP) and dorsal-ventral (DV) axis. We found that the stretch is close to being isotropic with a 6%-8% change along all radial directions ( Figures 2C and 3C ). Altogether, our results show that our squeezing method is generating a fast stretch of the apical surface of the cells, allowing us to monitor cellular response to mechanical stretch.
AS Cell Stretch Induces the Relocalization of Actomyosin to Junctions and Arrests Contractile Pulses
To monitor how the actomyosin cytoskeleton reacts to ectopic stretch, we used embryos expressing myosin II (Sqh-GFP) and Tomato E-cadherin. We observed that, upon stretch, cell pulses arrested and cells maintained an approximately constant area over a period of a few tens of minutes (Figures 2B and 2D; Video S3) . Concurrently, the myosin foci that were previously present in the center of the apical cell surface (medial area) disappeared, and punctuated myosin enrichment formed at the junctions ( Figure 2D ). After release of the stretch, together with a decrease in cell surface area across the entire AS tissue, we observed a relocalization of myosin from the junctions to the center of the cells (Figures 2D and S4A ; Video S4). Pulsed after stress release, myosin flows from the junctions to the medial area in a coordinated manner, generating a concerted decrease in cell area. Scale bar: 10 mm. (E) (Left) Scaled average cells over time for WT cells during stretch (Top-Left) and after release (Bottom-Left); and (Right) corresponding kymographs showing myosin distribution within the gray box (averaged horizontally) over time. We observe a progressive enrichment at the junction with time under stretch and flows from the junction to the middle of the cell after stress release. N WTstretch = 58 cells on 5 embryos and N WTrelease = 61 cells on 6 embryos. (F) Graph showing the normalized junctional myosin concentration and normalized perimeter over time during stretch for cells experiencing a stretch larger than 9%. Junctional myosin is defined as myosin intensity measured within a 3-pixel width path following the E-cadherin-stained junction. Myosin levels are normalized to the myosin levels at the onset of the stretch. Perimeter is normalized by the perimeter before stretch. Error bars show standard deviations. N = 14 cells on 4 embryos. (G) Time sequence showing an adherens junction experiencing ectopic stretch in an embryo expressing Tomato-E-cadherin and Sqh-GFP. After stretch, myosin levels at the junction increase, and junctional length reduces to approximately similar length than before stretch was applied. Scale bar: 2 mm.
contractions reappeared with an initial synchronous pulse of all previously stretched cells. After this pulse, AS cells continued oscillating in an asynchronous manner with myosin foci flowing through the medial array, in a similar fashion to before the stress was applied ( Figure S4C and Video S4). Extending our SAC methodology to average myosin spatial distribution over many cells at each time point, we generated an average profile of the apical AS cell surface during and after the application of Figures 2C and 3B , respectively). We observe a relatively isotropic stretch of 6%-8% for the WT and an anisotropic stretch, reaching 15% along the lateral direction, for Rab5DN-expressing embryos.
(D) Time-lapse sequence showing AS cell kinetics of embryos expressing DE Cad-Tomato, Sqh-GFP, and C332.3 Gal4/UAS Rab5DN before, during, and after application of stretch. (Top) Before stretch, AS cells display myosin foci propagating through the medial area, a consequent pulsatile activity, and excess junctional material in the form of ruffles. (Middle) During stretch, AS cell apical surface area is increased, but unlike WT cells, the junctions continue to exhibit ruffles, the myosin foci are still present, and cells remain pulsatile. (Bottom) After stretch release, myosin continues to pulsate in a manner similar to that prior to the stretch application. Note that, while WT and Rab5DN perimeters are similar, the area of Rab5DN cells is on average smaller than in WT. This arises from the experimental methodology: we select the most dorsal AS cells for stretching, which are the largest in WT embryos, while such inhomogeneity in cell size is less present in Rab5DN cells. In addition, Rab5DN cells were selected to exhibit ruffles and therefore may be at slightly later stages of closure. Scale bar: 10 mm. stretch (see STAR Methods; Figures S1E and 2E ). During stretch, we observed a progressive increase in myosin levels at the junctions and a reduction in the central part of the cell (Figures 2D and 2E ; Video S5). The level of this junctional myosin enrichment is proportional to the extent to which the cell perimeter has been stretched ( Figure S4B ). For the most stretched cells (>9% perimeter stretch), the enrichment in myosin occurred concurrently with reduction in junctional length and overall perimeter of a few percents, suggesting the myosin II relocation and contraction as a mechanism to maintain junctional length upon stretch ( Figures 2F and 2G) . Conversely, when stretch was released, we observed a flow of myosin from the junction to the cell center, resulting in a decrease in myosin levels at the adherens junction and an increase in the medial array (Figures 2D and 2E ; Video S6). Similar changes are observed when imaging the actin cytoskeleton ( Figure S4D ).
Excess Junctional Material Prevents Both the Actomyosin Relocation and Pulse Arrest upon Stretch
To investigate whether the stretch experienced by the adherens junctions is at the origin of the change in actomyosin distribution, we performed the same stretching experiment on cells expressing Rab5DN. In these conditions, adherens junctions exhibited an excess length in the form of ruffles. We therefore expected that this excess length would buffer the action of the stress application on the junctional straightness and consequently on tension. Using our methodology resulted in an overall larger and more anisotropic stretch than observed in WT, with larger deformation laterally than along the AP axis ( Figures 3B and 3C ). This increase in stretch compared to WT is possibly originating from a lower surface tension of the AS tissue due to the excess junctional material, therefore allowing more deformation for the same stress application. While the cell perimeter increased in Rab5DN embryos more than in WT embryos as a response to stress application, junctions did not reach straightness values as high as observed in stretched WT embryos (Figures S2A and S2B) . Under these stretch conditions, the Rab5DN cells did not stop pulsating, and although there was some minimal junctional enrichment of myosin, the foci continued to flow within the medial array ( Figures 3A, 3D , and 3E; Videos S5 and S7) as if stretch had not been applied. This indicates that reaching high junctional straightness is essential to trigger actomyosin relocalization and pulse arrest. After release of the stretch, we also did not observe a synchronized flow of myosin from the adherens junctions to the cell center, as observed in WT conditions (Figures 2D and 3D ). Using our SAC analysis, we could detect a slight relocalization of myosin from the junctions to the center in Rab5DN, consistent with a smaller relocation of myosin to junctions upon stretch in Rab5DN conditions, rather than a complete inhibition ( Figure 3E ). Overall, our data show that AS cells display two distinct responses depending on the amount of mechanical stress: (1) upon low external stress, cells are pulsatile and actomyosin flows in the medial array, and (2) under high stress, myosin locates to adherens junctions, arresting the pulses. We propose that this mechanical response can act as a mechanism to prevent junction overstretching. This possibility is supported by the observation of stable junctional gaps and junction disruption in AS cells expressing MbsN300, an active form of the myosin phosphatase, which reduces the activity of myosin II in the tissue ( Figure S4E ).
Cellular Actomyosin Distribution and Pulsatile Activity
Depend on E-Cadherin Levels at the Adherens Junctions How does myosin sense junctional stretch? In the context of cell division, myosin can flow toward specific E-cadherin-depleted regions to promote the onset of cytokinesis (Pinheiro et al., 2017) . To investigate a potential mechanosensitive role of E-cadherin in the context of epithelial contraction, we analyzed its interplay with myosin. During DC, while the cell surface area oscillates, we observed that myosin regularly accumulates at specific junction locations ( Figure 4A ). To quantify patterns of accumulation within each individual cell, we used our SAC methodology on a single cell, averaged over time. We observed that regions enriched in E-cadherin are often depleted in myosin, and vice versa ( Figure 4A ). This apparent anti-correlation observed on an individual cell is confirmed by plotting the E-cadherin and myosin junctional levels of n = 58 cells ( Figures 4B and S5A) .
We then decided to down-and upregulate E-cadherin levels specifically in the AS tissue to investigate the impact of E-cadherin on myosin localization. In the case of downregulation of E-cadherin (by expressing UAS-shg-RNAi in the AS tissue), we observed that AS cells displayed higher myosin levels at junctions, in a similar manner to ectopically stretched cells ( Figure 4C and Video S8). Using our SAC analysis, we confirmed that myosin was, on average, more enriched at the cell junctions compared to WT ( Figures 5A and 5B) . Conversely, myosin in the medial area was less dense than in WT cells; the pulsatile foci were less intense, and pulses were arrested ( Figure S5B and Video S8).
On the other hand, when we overexpressed E-cadherin (with UAS shg), we observed that cell junctions displayed an unusually low straightness ( Figure 4C and Video S9). Using SAC, we observed that in this case myosin was less enriched at junctions and more present in the medial array compared to WT ( Figures  4C, 5A , and 5B; Video S9). Overall, we therefore find that E-cadherin levels can directly influence junction straightness and the junctional-medial actomyosin distribution.
A Coupling of a Contraction Rate to a StraightnessDependent Junction Removal Rate Allows for the Control of Junctional Length and Straightness
How does junctional straightness remain constant instead of decaying during tissue contraction? To get insight into the mechanisms underlying the control of straightness, we propose here a simple mathematical description of junction contraction (Figure 6A; not result in a preferential straightness. However, if the rates k c or k j vary with the straightness s, this condition may determine a preferred straightness (see STAR Methods). To test whether these rates are sensitive to junction straightness in the case of AS cells, we estimated the rates of junction removal k j and contraction k c as functions of straightness by measuring junctional lengths L and inter-vertex distances d v on 10-15 min intervals for junctions of different straightness ( Figures 6B and S6B) . We combined measurements performed on unperturbed contractile cells with measurements on cells released from external stretch ( Figure 6B and S6B). In the latter case, cells appeared to have extra junctional material and reach lower straightness ( Figures 6C and 6D ). We observed that the dependency on straightness of the rate k c is not clear, and the rate might be independent of straightness during WT closure ( Figure S6B ). The rate of junction removal, however, appears to decrease when the straightness s increases ( Figures 6B and S6A ). For a constant rate of contraction k c , this indicates that when junctions are ruffled, the removal rate of junctional material increases to higher levels than the contraction rate, promoting junction straightness ( Figure 6C ). On the other hand, when junctions are straight, the junctional removal rate slows down to lower values than the contraction rate, promoting a reduction in straightness (Figure S6A) . As a result, junction dynamics converge toward a diagonal of constant straightness in the phase space of L and d v (Figure 6E ). An additional prediction of this model is that upon perturbation, the junctional straightness will be restored on a characteristic timescale that depends on the function k j (s) (see STAR Methods). To test this, we quantified the average straightness of junctions following stress release in stretch experiments. Consistent with this simple prediction, we found that the straightness returns to WT levels on a similar timescale (t returns $5 min) than the estimated characteristic timescale (t$3 min). Overall, these results indicate that the observed control of junctional length originates in part from a dependency of the rate of junctional removal to straightness, allowing for a preferred straightness during the contraction ( Figure 6F ).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have shown that adherens junction length is actively controlled during epithelial contraction, leading to a constant junctional straightness upon cell contraction. We propose that two different cellular mechanisms are at the origin of this length control. First, a modulation of actomyosin localization from the medial areas toward junctions allows for integrity maintenance by increasing actomyosin contraction along the junctions upon junctional stretch. Possibly, E-cadherin dilution triggered by junctional stretching is responsible for the myosin recruitment, a possibility supported by the anti-correlation between junctional myosin and E-cadherin ( Figure 4B) . Second, the junction removal rate depends on junctional straightness, maintaining a preferred junctional straightness. Presumably, the endocytosis machinery is at the origin of this maintenance ( Figure 6F ). As junctional tension is dependent on junctional straightness ( Figure 1E ), maintaining junctional straightness could also allow it to maintain junctional tension, which remains approximately constant during DC (Saias et al., 2015) .
These mechanisms rely on a complex interplay between junctional E-cadherin, actomyosin, and tension. Indeed, we find that (1) higher junctional E-cadherin levels are associated with lower myosin levels ( Figure 4B ) and (2) decreased junctional straightness ( Figure 4C ) is associated with lower junctional tension (Figure 1E ). These observations suggest that E-cadherin is an essential component for the control of adherens junction length and for actomyosin localization in the cell. In cell culture experiments, E-cadherin has already been determined to be a key player in cell-cell mechanical interplay and shown to interact closely with the actomyosin cortex (Borghi and James Nelson, 2009; Borghi et al., 2012; Ratheesh et al., 2012; Yap et al., 2018) . In the case of the AS tissue, we observe an enrichment of actomyosin at junctions when E-cadherin levels are reduced. A similar interaction has been previously identified in the context of cytokinesis (Pinheiro et al., 2017) . Our results indicate a general interplay between E-cadherin and myosin that could play a role in several morphogenetic rearrangements. Such an interplay is likely to involve actin-associated proteins that could respond to changes in mechanical states of the adherens junction. Consistent with this idea, previous studies identified dynamic enrichment of the formin Diaphanous or of vinculin specifically at adherens junctions (Hara et al., 2016; Homem and Peifer, 2008) .
Interestingly, we observed that when junctions are stretched and E-cadherin density decreased, the contractile pulses of the AS tissue are arrested, possibly due to the observed myosin recruitment to junctions. Such pulses of contraction have been identified in several tissues during Drosophila, chicken, and mouse embryo development (Maître et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2009; Rauzi et al., 2010; Skoglund et al., 2008) . They have been associated with global tissue contraction and epithelial remodeling. Here, we have shown that the pulsatile activity can be tuned by junctional stretch and E-cadherin levels. Our results therefore uncover a direct coupling between cell-cell adhesion and the contractile activity of the cell.
Finally, we found that the rate of junction removal appears to depend on junctional straightness. How is junction straightness sensed to dictate junction removal? Laser ablation experiments in unperturbed closure, respectively. The green line represents the average junction trajectory in unperturbed closure, following a constant straightness (green dashed line). Ruffled junctions are junctions with an initial straightness lower than the mean straightness minus a standard deviation on a total sample of 56 and 58 junctions for unperturbed and after stretch release, respectively. Straight junctions are junctions with an initial straightness larger than the mean straightness plus a standard deviation. Error bars show standard errors. N ruffled_unperturbed = 15 junctions, N ruffled_afterstretchrelease = 28 junctions, N straight_unperturbed = 14 junctions, N straight_afterstretchrelease = 11 junctions, and N average_unperturbed = 56 junctions on 4 embryos. (F) Schematic showing mechanisms underlying the control of junctional length and straightness during dorsal closure (Left) and its consequence on the concerted reduction in cell size and junctional length (Right). The schematic on the left shows that (1) when excess junctional length and ruffles are present, enhanced junctional removal takes place and restores junctional straightness, and (2) when junctions are stretched, actomyosin relocalizes from the cell medial array to the junctions to reduce junctional length. The schematic on the right shows that these two mechanisms allow a coordinated reduction of cell area and junctional length during tissue contraction. In the phase space of cell area and junctional length, the two mechanisms allow the cells to progress along the diagonal during epithelial contraction by preserving them to deviate toward the upper left side where junctions are stretched or toward the lower right side where junctions are ruffled.
indicate that junctions with lower straightness also have lower mechanical tension ( Figure 1E ). In single cells, it is known that the endocytic rate is modulated by the tension of the cell membrane (Apodaca, 2002; Raucher and Sheetz, 1999; Sheetz, 2001) . In a developmental context, endocytosis could also be tension sensitive, resulting in the control of junctional straightness through junctional tension. Alternatively, E-cadherin density could play a role in the control of the junction turnover rate. Indeed, an increase of E-cadherin density associated to a decrease in junction straightness could trigger an enhanced endocytic rate, therefore controlling junction straightness and tension.
The mechanisms regulating junction length and integrity identified here involve the activity of two essential cellular machineries. They are therefore likely to act during many morphogenetic events that involve tissue contraction, such as neural tube closure (Nishimura et al., 2012) , optic cup morphogenesis (Nicolá s-Pé rez et al., 2016; Sidhaye and Norden, 2017) , or wound healing (Hinz and Gabbiani, 2003) .
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Drosophila Strains
The following lines were used: w*; C332.3 Gal4 (generated in this study, Cad-Tomato was a gift from Hong Y Lab [Huang et al., 2009] ), w*; ; w*; ; w*; , UAS Shg RNAi(Bloomington 32904) , w*;P{UAS-Rab5.S43N}2 (gift from Enrique Martin Blanco lab), UAS-mCherry-Moesin (gift from Damian Brunner Lab) and w, .
Sample Preparation and Imaging
Embryos were collected at 25 degrees overnight. They were then dechorionated with 50% bleach and washed with water. Embryos at the right stage were chosen under the fluorescent lamp and mounted depending on the experiment to be performed. For confocal imaging, the embryos were mounted on a glass-bottomed culture dish (Mattek), covered with 1% agarose and immersed in 1% PBS.
For stretching experiments, the embryos were mounted on a glass-bottomed culture dish (Mattek) that had been coated with heptane glue, and immersed in 1% PBS. The imaging was carried using a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning disk on an inverted Olympus 1X81 microscope, with lens U plan S Apo 60x 1.45 Oil.
METHOD DETAILS Laser Nanosurgery
Laser ablation was performed with a scanned 355-nm pulsed (470 ps)-laser, coupled through the port of an AxioVert 200 M and focused through a Zeiss C-Apo 63x/1.2 W lens. Fluorescence confocal images were acquired through a custom spinning disk unit coupled to the inverted microscope, with the excitation line at 488 nm of an Argon laser. Simultaneous fluorescence and transmission imaging was performed with two identical charge-coupled device cameras and a 50/50 splitter internal to the microscope stand. Fluorescence imaging was done at the rate of around 1-3 images/sec. For the dissection of the cell-cell junction, initial recoil velocities were measured by tracking the tip of the dissected junctions and calculating the 2D speed of the traces ( Figures 1D  and S1A ). This allows us to estimate initial retraction velocity for the cut ends of straight and convoluted junctions. Similar analysis was performed on the displacement of the vertices in contact with the dissected junction ( Figure S1A ). To extract initial retraction velocity, the profile of spatial relaxation was automatically calculated from the path length of the tracks and fitted with a single exponential using a Python script. The initial retraction velocity V 0 was calculated from the fitting function f(t) as follows: 
where A is the total retraction amplitude and t the decay rate constant of the exponential.
Methodology for Stretching Experiments
For force application experiments, a round cover glass (5mm in diameter) was fixed to the end of a glass capillary (1 3 90mm) with super glue. The capillary was held with a micromanipulator (Narashige -Model UMM-3FC) and compression on embryos was applied by manually displacing the position of the coverslip in Z using the coarse and fine control knobs. Force amplitude was not controlled; instead the position of the coverslip was adjusted to obtain about 10-20% cell surface increase.
Cell and Junctions Segmentation
Amnioserosa cells were segmented and tracked in a semi-automated manner. Cells that remained in the field of view during the entire stretching experiment were selected and segmented using the software Packing Analyzer V2.0 (Aigouy et al., 2010) . Manual corrections were performed on each frame to ensure proper segmentation of the selected cells ( Figure S1D ). Upon segmentation, cells were individually tracked with custom-made software written in Python. In this way, data on each cell including the localization of myosin and E-cadherin intensities, cell area, perimeter, and other measures were extracted over time. Area was calculated as the sum of pixels included in the segmented area multiplied by the area covered by a pixel. Data on junction path length (L) and inter-vertex distances (d v ) was extracted manually using FIJI.
Scaled Average Cell Analysis
The average cell analysis was performed using custom software written in Python. Segmented images were aligned along the AP axis. From the center of mass of each cell, we performed a radial analysis to detect the position of the cell boundaries and myosin localization. For each angle, an average position of the boundary was calculated to generate the average contour of a cell. Then, after a background removal (tophat filtering with a rolling ball of radius 50 pixels), the distribution of myosin from the cell centroid to the junction at each angle, was scaled along the appropriate centroid-junction length on the average cell. This operation was performed on each single cell, before averaging across cells ( Figure S1E ). In Figures 2E and 3E , average cells were generated at each time point during and after stretch on a sample of 58 to 70 cells. In Figure 4A , average cells were generated on individual cells over a 5-min time frame with a 10s frame rate. The correlation between myosin and E-cadherin levels in Figure 4B was obtained by analyzing only pixels close to the boundary (&1.5 pixels from the edge) of the individual cells averaged across time points (see for example Figure 4A ).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The statistical details of experiments are described in the figure legends, including the number of embryo, the number of cells used for each analysis and the standard deviations or standard error to the mean.
Theory
Here, we discuss a simple description of coupled dynamics of junction removal and tissue contraction. We consider a single cell-cell junction as a path of length L between two vertices separated by the distance d v . The dynamics of the vertex-vertex distance and of the path length are described by the following system of equations:
Here, k c is a contraction rate which we expect to be equal to the rate of tissue contraction on average, and k j is a rate of junction removal.
Combining these two equations, the straightness of the junction S = d v L changes according to ds dt = ðk j À k c Þs.
If k j and k c are constant and k j s k c , the equation above yields exponential growth or decay of the straightness, sðtÞ = sð0Þe ðkj ÀkcÞt , such that s / 0 for k j < k c (low rate of junctional removal), and s / N for k j > k c (high rate of junction removal). In the second case, geometrical constraints impose that s % 1, so that the assumption that the rate k j and k c are constant must break down in this limit.
Experimentally, during dorsal closure, we obsere that the straightness of junctions is approximately constant (see Figure 1C ) and smaller than 1. According to the previous equation, a constant straightness imposes k j = k c . For arbitrary constant values of k j and k c , this condition will not be met in general. Amechanism must therefore ensure that the rates k j or k c can adjust to meet this condition.
We find indeed that the rate of junction removal k j appears to vary with the junction straightness ( Figure 6B ). One can fit the straightness dependency of k j with a decreasing sigmoid function: with k 0 j = 0:0205min À1 , s 0 = 0.9202 and r = 68.3. We also quantified the rate of contraction k c as a function of straightness. The dependency of k c to the straightness appears less clear (see Figure S6B ) and looks roughly independent on straightness. We therefore consider here the average rate of contraction k c = 0.0091 ± 0.044min À1 .
The steady-state straightness s = s* is then set by the condition k j ðs Ã Þ = k c ; which is the point at which straightness decrease due to tissue contraction is balanced by the straightness increase by junction removal. Solving for this last equation, we obtain a steady-state straightness s* = 0.923 ± 0.127. This value is in line with the average junction straightness measured in the same conditions ( Figure 6C ).
Finally, we note that linearising the differential equation for the straightness around the fixed point s*, we obtain
so that the straightness responds to perturbations on a characteristic time scale t = À 1 k 0 j ðs Ã Þs Ã . Using the sigmoid fitting function introduced above for k j (s), we find that for the WT, t x 3.1 min. This time is indeed roughly the timescale necessary to restore junction straightness following a stretch release experiment ( Figure 6C ).
